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Abstract� Mass�Spring networks are commonly used to produce simu�
lations of deformable bodies for computer animation� However� such an
approach can produce inaccurate results if too coarse a discretisation is
employed� and so many animators use excessively large �and slow� net�
works� In order to remove the �guesswork� from such an approach this
paper presents a mechanism for adaptively re	ning portions of such sys�
tems to a required accuracy� thereby producing more pleasing results at a
reduced computational cost� Following a discussion of the use of such an
approach in simulating a deformable sheet� we present several character�
istic examples to demonstrate its suitability�
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� Introduction

Keyframing techniques have been used for many years in the animation of de�
formable bodies ���� ��� However� the realism of such an approach is heavily
reliant on the skills of the animator� and so several researchers have adapted
dynamic simulation to this area in the hope of reducing the burden on anima�
tors� Two fundamental solutions have been proposed� both of which discretise
the body being simulated into �nite elements� but which di�er in the simulation
model being employed�

The �rst group requires the derivation of di�erential elasticity equations�
which are then integrated through time� Terzopoulos� Platt� Barr 	 Fleischer
s
���� technique has since been extended to allow areas of rigidity in the bodies
to be comfortably modelled ����� and for inelastic deformation to be simulated
���� The second group disregards physical theory and employs a simulation
method based on discretising the body into a number of masses� or particles ����
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whose connectivity is maintained through constraint forces �usually generated
from a damped spring abstraction�� Systems of this nature have been used to
simulate �esh around rigid bodies ���� the behaviour of cloth�like sheets ��� ��� ���
decomposable solids ��� �uids ���� and even worms �����

The second group is most commonly used for two principal reasons� it is eas�
ier for the animator to integrate this approach with simulations of rigid bodies
and it is far easier to implement� However� the strategy of approximation used
in mass�spring networks only leads to plausible results if the correct granularity
is chosen� and for practical cases this granularity is not obvious� If too coarse an
approximation is employed then an incorrect animation will be generated� but
unfortunately the animator will often have no way of knowing how �right
 this
solution is� Conversely� if too �ne a network is employed then a more correct
answer may emerge� at the expense of increased computation� Consequently
animators are often forced to either tinker with the model� or endure inaccurate
results �thereby negating the advantages of dynamic simulation�� Thingvold 	
Cohen ���� attempted to address this by employing a B�spline representation
of the sheet being simulated� which could be re�ned in response to detected
inaccuracy� However� the tensor nature of the surface meant that it was im�
possible to concentrate e�ort in particular regions �entire bands of the surface
must be re�ned at once�� so the technique has a tendency to produce excessively
complicated� and slower� simulations�

This paper addresses that problem by presenting a mechanism for adap�
tively re�ning the network of spring�masses to concentrate e�ort only where it
is needed� Using this system the animator de�nes an initially coarse approxima�
tion� and additionally a measure which indicates the accuracy required for this
case� The system then proceeds to simulate the body in the normal way� but
where potential inaccuracies are detected the body is re�ned only in the a�ected
region� and then simulation may proceed� Whilst such an approach could be
employed in the animation of either sheets or volumes� this paper concentrates
on an implementation of adaptively re�ned sheets� though the extension to the
simulation of volumes is discussed brie�y in Section ��

This approach has the advantages of�

� No longer requiring the animator to guess the discretisation required�

� Concentrating e�ort only where it leads to a more accurate solution� thereby
producing the result more quickly than previous re�nement techniques �����

� Retaining the advantages of spring�mass networks �ease of both implemen�
tation and integration with the simulation of other bodies��

The rest of the paper is structured as follows� Section � describes existing
deformable body techniques� Section � outlines our approach� with particular
reference to the manner in which the animator can select the required accuracy
�the re�nement conditions�� Following this Section  presents the implementa�
tion of this technique in detail� Such an adaptively re�ned body may be used
in the simulation of a larger virtual world� and so in Section � we identify the



considerations required to include collision detection and response� Section �
presents results and timings for a number of characteristic cases� before Section
� identi�es the advantages� disadvantages and future work suggested by this
approach�

� Related Work

As described earlier two families of solution have been proposed for deformable
body simulation� both of which rely on discretising the body into a �nite number
of components� The �rst group� proposed by Terzopoulos et� al� ����� deforms
these �nite elements using elasticity theory which works by recognising that the
force applied to an element is �in varying proportions� absorbed or passed onto
its neighbouring elements in a manner governed by its elasticity� Using a series of
equations �based on Lagrange
s ordinary di�erential equation� we can integrate
through time to discover the forces caused� and hence the motion� Multigrid
methods can be used to solve these sets of equations� This approach was ex�
tended to allow rigidity to be simulated �by incorporating a rigid �reference
component�� ����� and also to model inelastic deformations �so the body won
t
necessarily return to its original shape if stretched� ���� These elaborations
improve the original model� but Gascuel and Puech ��� noted that a remaining
weakness is the di�culty of determining the spatial discretisation for non�trivial
bodies� Palazzi and Forsey ���� described a multilevel approach to surface de�
formation which enables an animator to control the �exibility of a deformable
object� External forces may have local or global e�ects on the surface depending
on which levels of the multi�resolution representation they are applied to�

The second family of solutions employ a form of dynamic simulation which
disregards the physics of object deformation� preferring instead to concentrate
on a method which produces plausible� rather than thoroughly accurate results�
By splitting the body into a network of masses connected by constraint forces�
which behave like damped springs� a very simple integration process can be used
to simulate the forces moving through the body� indirectly leading to visible
deformations� Such a system su�ers from numerous problems� sensitivity to
integration step size� instability of solids simulated in this way �as springs operate
only in one dimension it is possible for elements to invert themselves� and high
computational cost for large networks� However� this approach is widely used
largely because it is trivial to implement�

Thingvold 	 Cohen ���� improved on this model by representing this network
as a B�spline surface� where particles corresponded to control points� Where
the simulation detected problems �such as excessive stress� a region was re�ned
���� However� the tensor nature of the surface meant that bands of the surface
must be re�ned together� In many cases� such as when modelling wrinkling
at the ends of sheets� the entire surface must be re�ned considerably� Whilst
this implementation approach often leads to slow simulations� the application
of dynamic re�nement was shown to lead to more accurate results without the
guesswork required in conventional particle systems�



Figure �� When the springs entering a mass point become non�planar� a discon�
tinuity is detected

� Outline of Technique

In this section we present an overview of the mechanisms used to improve the
accuracy of spring�mass networks for simulating sheets before section  presents
a practical implementation� In ��� we discuss the principal reasons for the in�
accuracy of coarse networks� and identify the metric that an animator can use
to guide re�nement in our technique� In ��� we consider the response to any
inaccuracies� i�e�� how we re�ne portions of the network by adding new masses
	 springs without changing the properties of the sheet�

��� Detection of Inaccuracy

Networks of masses� connected by damped springs� attempt to approximate the
behaviour of deformable bodies using a primitive model for the transmission
of energy� The popularity of this model is primarily due to the pleasing na�
ture of the results for very simple simulations� However� the di�culty of using
measured physical properties means that signi�cant inaccuracies appear in the
result� Unfortunately� because these simulations are used in cases where the an�
imator knows few of the true physical properties of the sheet� we cannot easily
detect where these inaccuracies are� The �success
 of one of these simulations is
instead related to the visual properties of the surface when rendered� and so we
must concentrate our e�orts on making the result look acceptable�

When coarse approximations of sheets are simulated the most visible errors
occur when the surface creases� As the network may only bend on prede�ned
lines �where the springs lie� these straight lines are frequently visible� Whilst
spline surfaces can be passed through the point masses to mask the worst e�ects
of this ����� they cannot cater for all situations� Therefore we will use� as our
measure of inaccuracy� the presence of unsightly �and inaccurate� discontinuities�

Creases occur at mass points when opposite springs connecting neighbouring
point masses become non�planar� as shown in Figure �� Here the neighbouring
masses have been moved out of the plane� but as the springs must operate in
straight lines� a discontinuity appears� The angle at which this crease becomes
excessive is related both to the rendering technique� and the situation� so it would
be unwise to develop an automatic tolerance algorithm� Instead our technique
relies on the animator specifying an angle which governs the accuracy he or
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Figure �� a� Sheets are split into a number of discrete masses connected by
damped springs in the vertical� horizontal and diagonal directions� and the sim�
ulation algorithm for this sheet is shown on the right�

she requires in the �nished animation� Our �inaccuracy
 test can therefore be
termed�

Split condition � If the angle between two springs joining a mass from opposite
directions exceeds a speci�ed tolerance S �in either direction�� then we
would produce an unacceptable simulation� and so must concentrate e�ort
on re�ning this area of the model�

Our response to a split condition is to back the simulation up to a point
at which it was acceptable �normally the previous time step�� introduce more
masses around the crease point� and then re�run that portion of the simulation to
see whether we are now simulating to an acceptable degree of accuracy� Before
we go on to discuss the mechanics of this �in section ���� we must also identify
how this �split tolerance
 changes with the coarseness of the simulation� If the
sheet is being approximated coarsely� then the animator will probably wish to
remove any creases� However� if the surface has been re�ned considerably� then
any minor discontinuities will be less obvious� To cater for this we also introduce
a delta�angle �S� which is the angle added to the tolerance with the addition of
each area of re�nement� So� an initial re�nement is caused when neighbouring
springs exceed S� and a further re�nement will be made if the angle exceeds
S � �S� Finally we also employ a maximum level control� which an animator
can employ to restrict the degree to which a sheet will re�ne in extreme cases�

��� Re�nement

Our response to the detection of inaccuracy is the addition of masses and springs
around the area where a discontinuity has occurred� However� in order to ensure
that such a re�ned area continues to respond in the correct manner� we must
maintain three constraints�



�� Every particle in our network must behave in the same way� If this is
not so then the response of a particular mass to other forces may become
unpredictable�

�� A given portion of the sheet must behave as though it has constant mass�
independent of the number of particles used to simulate this area� If this
is not the case then we will produce di�erent� rather than more accurate�
results using a re�ned network�

�� Forces must move across the re�ned portion at the same speed as the
unre�ned areas� otherwise shearing will occur�

Before discussing the approach taken to meet these conditions it is helpful
to identify how they are catered for in the conventional uniform sheet� Figure �
shows a sheet along with the simulation algorithm which is normally used� Here�
at each time step� we iterate across the sheet and for each point calculate the
forces a�ecting it due to connecting springs� the change in acceleration� and
�nally the new positions after the time step� If a force is applied at one end
of the sheet during a simulation� it takes n time steps to reach a mass point
n springs away� The e�ect of collisions with the environment is determined by
calculating the mass of the portion of the sheet which is in collision� As the
conventional network has uniformly spaced� and identical� masses this can be
achieved by summing the e�ect of the relevant particles�

In order to re�ne the mass�spring network we need to add extra masses and
springs� However� if we add masses to the system we run the risk of altering the
properties of the sheet� and so we must pay special attention to ensuring the
�rst two properties have been maintained� Thingvold 	 Cohen ���� did this by
adding particles of lesser mass �thereby meeting the second constraint�� but had
di�culty satisfying the �rst� i�e�� as we deal with single particles on each time
step� the reduced mass particles would react di�erently to those present in the
initial sheet�

We adopt the following approach� when we add particles we always use the
same consistent mass �thereby meeting the �rst constraint�� and we modify the
simulation process to meet the remaining two constraints� i�e�� to preserve the
behaviour of the newly re�ned sheet�

To support this we employ a non�uniform representation of the sheet� and
a form of simulation which deals with re�ned regions using di�erent time step
sizes� This new representation can be thought of as a multi�level or �hierarchical
sheet
� and in this section we will discuss the simulation process as though we
implement the data structure in a hierarchical fashion� before introducing the
more optimal �yet similar� structure used in our implementation in Section �

At the beginning of the simulation we begin with a conventional m by n
grid of points� at level �� When we detect inaccuracies we generate mass points
and springs in the level above� where the mass of each new point is exactly

the same as those in the level below� At this new level� as shown in Figure ��
masses are spaced twice as �nely� Upon re�nement we generate � new points�
�shown as �lled circles in Figure ��� which surround the discontinuity point� For



Figure �� The sheet is modelled as a hierarchy of mass�spring networks� Here
we show a single re�nement around a point �note that the bend of the sheet is
not shown�

these masses to be able to contribute to the behaviour of the sheet we must also
connect them by springs�

Some of the points we connect these springs to exist in this new level� but
some of them do not �as they will be related to mass points which haven
t
been re�ned�� These di�erent points can be grouped into � categories� those
that correspond to mass points in the level below �shown as un�lled circles in
Figure ��� and those which have no counterpart in the previous level �shown as
un�lled squares�� During the simulation of this level �which we discuss in greater
detail below� we deal with these �non�existent on level n
 points specially� Where
the point corresponds to a mass on level n��� we use that point �i�e�� we traverse
the data structure�� Where the point doesn
t correspond we generate the point
dynamically �by examining the points adjacent to it on level n� �� and �nding
the mid�point��

For this data structure to work we also need to make some changes to the
simulation represented by the function simulate point��� The principal dif�
ferences are the addition of a level parameter to indicate which level the points
are on� and the response to a re�ned area� If the function detects a re�ned
area� i�e�� the particle it is currently concerned with is present on the next level�
then it initiates another loop across the points in the next higher level� which
matches the loop executes at level �� However� at this level the time step used
is proportionally smaller�

This system achieves our conditions in the following ways�

�� The particles have uniform mass� so respond to forces in the normal way�

�� The sti�ness of a spring doubles for each level of re�nement to prevent
regions of increased mass behaving di�erently� This increases the stability
of the model� and allows the magnitude of forces passing through di�erent
re�nement levels to be maintained� It also ensures that di�erent re�nement
levels behave in a similar manner�



Figure � We �atten the sheet� storing the mass points on a uniform grid� The
portion shown here corresponds to that shown in Figure ��

�� The response of the body due to its mass is governed by the time in which
it is allowed to respond� and the magnitude of that mass� By employing
smaller step sizes for those points which correspond to smaller regions of
the sheet� we achieve the same e�ect as a proportionally smaller mass
would ����� as we employ Euler integration� We must� however� take care
to account for transfer of momentum between objects� so that they respond
in a predictable way� and this is discussed further in Section �� The success
of these modi�cations is demonstrated further in section ��

� The smaller step size for higher levels also allows us to ensure ripples pass
across the surface at uniform speeds� The new version of simulate point��

achieves this by executing re�ned portions in the same time step as the
unre�ned portions�

� Implementation of Adaptive Re�nement

The previous section described in outline form how we re�ne the sheet network
to cope with inaccuracies� using a hierarchical data structure which models the
network at di�erent levels of re�nement� and a recursive process which simulates
re�ned portions at the same speed as unre�ned ones� In this section we now dis�
cuss the practical issues involved with implementing this approach� with Section
�� presenting the form of implementation used� and Section �� discussing the
manner in which we handle re�nement in this new structure�

��� The Flattened Data Structure

Although traversing the hierarchical data structure in a recursive manner works
well� it is by no means the most e�cient method� Such a system requires repeat�
edly recursing up and down the hierarchy and redundancy is introduced when
neighbouring regions are visited several times� Consequently we have developed a



more optimal implementation method� where the simulation is performed within
one loop and the data structure is e�ectively �attened into one level� as shown
in Figure � We generate this ��attened
 representation by creating a new grid
whose resolution matches the �nest re�nement possible of the sheet� for example
if we are simulating a sheet which at level � is �x�� but which contains only one
patch re�ned to � more levels� then the �attened sheet would consist of ��x��
points� Whilst we could generate this �attened sheet statically �using the an�
imators selected maximum re�nement�� we have instead chosen to begin with
a sheet of a prede�ned re�nement �� levels�� which is regenerated if further re�
�nement is required �as this reduces the amount of memory consumed for the
average case��

The simulation process works as follows� During each timestep T �which
corresponds to t at level � in Section �� of the simulation we iterate over the
�attened sheet several times �in order to achieve the same e�ect as the recursive
simulation�� each time simulating the sheet for a �sub�time�step
 t� This smaller
step size is calculated to correspond to the �nest dt used in the hierarchical
structure� So if the system has been re�ned only once then the small time step
will be T��� and for a system that has been re�ned to n levels then each step
will be T���n��

For each t we must determine the behaviour of each mass point� As this
is an optimisation of the hierarchical structure� we must be careful to ensure
that we produce the same e�ects� We achieve this by storing� in the �attened
sheet� a record of which hierarchical level each point is a member of� When we
are on a sub�time�step which would correspond to moving a particular point in
the hierarchical structure� then we perform conventional simulation �and also
keep a record of the velocity calculated for this point�� but where the point
would not feel a change in acceleration the point mass is moved according to its
previously calculated velocity �i�e�� constant velocity� disregarding the e�ects of
any connecting springs��

For example� if a system has been re�ned in some region once then t � T���
Those points that are re�ned will feel forces from their neighbours on every time
step t� whereas the unre�ned regions only feel a force once over the whole time
T � In general� for n�level re�nements� if a point is at a time step where it doesn
t
feel a force then it is assumed to have constant velocity� the value of which will
have been calculated during the last time step in which it felt a force�

This method a�ects only those points that are active at some level in our
logical hierarchical structure� However� the �attened sheet is also likely to con�
tain a large number of inactive points� who are present only in case of later
re�nement� These masses play no part in the simulation� but could incur a per�
formance penalty as each of them must be examined at each t step� To avoid
this penalty when the maximum re�nement level is high� we optimise the loop
by maintaining a binary tree of active points alongside the main structure� so
that we do not need to step through the entire structure each time step� There
is also a small overhead required for calculating which particles a�ect each other
depending on the level they are at� This is because a particle at level three may
have spring connections to particles at level ��� or �� In our simulations this has



proved to have a negligible e�ect on performance�

��� Re�ning the Flattened Structure

When a region is re�ned� we must activate some of the masses in the �attened
structure� and velocities and positions must be assigned to them� These could
be obtained by averaging the positions and velocities of surrounding particles�
Unfortunately this does not always give good results because if a region is being
re�ned� then an inaccuracy has occurred� and any averages are also likely to
be misleading� Consequently� when we detect an inaccuracy around a single
particle� we perform the following process

�� Back the simulation up a single t for the inaccurate particle� and all those
immediately neighbouring it which would e�ect it on this t step� To �nd
this set of points we examine those springs which connect to this mass�
and follow them to those points which are active on this step�

�� Introduce the new masses by activating those points in the uniform sheet
�as shown in Figure � which surround the inaccurate particle�

�� Calculate the position 	 velocity of these points by averaging the proper�
ties of the neighbouring mass point� As we have backed the simulation up
for these particles these new averages will be accurate�

� Re�run that t step for both the new points� and those which we have
backed�up� in order to determine the new position of the sheet�

� Collision Response for Re�ned Bodies

The detection of collisions between a sheet which is composed of a large number
of polygons� and the environment� is aided by the use of adaptive re�nement�
as fewer polygons will be required� However� as we are using a complicated
representation the calculation of the response caused by collisions is more com�
plicated� Because our re�ned sheet contains a larger number of masses� any
moving object colliding with it will experience a di�erent e�ect depending on
the amount of re�nement and therefore number of masses it interacts with� This
can be overcome in the following way�

We want an unre�ned section of the sheet to react in the same way to collision
with a moving object as a re�ned section would and also that a moving object
will receive the same momentum change from a re�ned section as an unre�ned
one� If we know what percentage of the sheet is in collision with a moving
object� then given that we also know the mass of the whole sheet �before any
re�nement�� it is easy to calculate the mass ma of the touching section of the
sheet �that is the mass of the unre�ned sheet which is in contact with the colliding
object�� The mass mm of the points in the touching region may exceed ma �as
in our model re�ned masses are the same as unre�ned�� and so we must scale
the momentum transfer between the two objects by the ratio of the mass in the



Figure �� a� Unre�ned sheet hanging� b� Same sheet with two bands of
re�nement�

touching region and the actual mass of the sheet� The e�ect of this is to increase
any momentum transfer to particles in the sheet by mm�ma� and to decrease
the total momentum transfer from masses in the sheet to the moving object by
ma�mm�

This means that any object colliding with a re�ned portion of the sheet will
interact in the same way as a collision with an unre�ned section�

� Results � Discussion

To demonstrate the advantages of adaptively re�ned mass�spring networks this
section presents three representative case studies� The algorithm described in
Section � was implemented on a HP �������� workstation� using a distributed
graphics framework �HEDGE�� The force exerted by springs due to deformation
was proportional to the extension length� and damping was introduced as being
proportional to the rate of extension� The sample implementation employs the
technique discussed in section � At each time step an Euler integration process
is used to determine the response of each particle to the relevant forces� Collision
detection was performed using a simple and accurate� but ine�cient algorithm
which enabled us to model the response of the sheet to the environment� Self�
collision was not detected� but the authors feel that Volino and Thalmann
s
technique ���� would be suitable for this technique� A primitive friction model
was employed� so none of these examples include the e�ect of the sheet sliding
across the scenery�

The �rst example� shown in Figure �� is included to demonstrate how our
non�uniform sheet representation preserves the properties of the more conven�
tional uniform network� Two sheets were initially placed �at in the scene� one of
which consisted of ��x�� masses� and the second had two bands of high re�ne�
ment� One side of each sheet was clamped to a particular height� and then both
sheets were allowed to drop in response to gravity� During the simulation both
sheets retained the same dimensions� thereby demonstrating the mass preserving
property of our algorithm� Note that� in order to achieve these results� consider�
able attention was paid to numerical accuracy� The re�ned sheet requires more



calculation� and this runs the risk of introducing inaccuracies into the result�
and so we employ increased precision when storing each attribute of the sheet�

The second and third examples are included to demonstrate both the ability
of the adaptive re�nement technique to identify areas of interest� and to consid�
erably reduce the computation required� Each sheet initially consisted of ��x��
mass points� and had the maximum re�nement degree set to prevent the sheet
re�ning beyond ��x��� For each we set S to ��o and �S to ��o� The second
animation consisted of dropping a sheet onto a polygonal model of a co�ee cup�
The third animation involved dropping the sheet over  poles� After a number
of time steps the simulation was stopped� and the results examined� The state
of the animation after ��� time steps for the cup animation is shown in Fig�
ure �� and after ��� steps of the pole animation the sheets position in shown
in Figure �� The full animations are available on the accompanying web page
�http���info	mcc	ac	uk�CGU�research�animation�defrm	html�� Each pic�
ture shows both the re�nement map� which identi�es the nature of the network�
and a shaded representation of the surface� which shows what a user of this
technique would actually see�

The simulation of the sheet falling over the cup clearly demonstrates the
ability of our adaptive re�nement technique to detect where inaccuracy is caused
by edges in the scenery� and the response caused �increasing the number of mass
points in these regions�� Note that� as the model of the cups
 handle is extremely
primitive� and has a square cross section� the network hasn
t had to re�ne a great
deal to accurately follow it�

The sheet hanging over the poles shows the detection of the scenery� but
also indicates where creases and folds have been identi�ed by the algorithm�
This is clearly visible at the corners of the sheet� where the material falls back�
causing a fold� Our primitive friction model is also causing creasing between
the poles� as the sheet quickly reaches maximum extension in the mass�springs
directly between the poles� but the neighbouring particles have greater freedom�
A sequence of pictures taken from the animation is also shown in the colour
plate in the Appendix�

Table � shows the measured execution times for these two examples� With�
out adaptive re�nement an animator would have to employ a very �ne network�
so to compare the improvements we also performed simulations for the maxi�
mum ��x�� grid� The bulk of computation for the cup example is consumed
by the collision detection� however it is clear that the re�ned sheet reduces this
considerably �as there are fewer polygons in the sheet�� The proportion of the
computation caused by dynamic simulation is also considerably lower� and the
extra load caused by detecting� and backing up the simulation to accommodate
re�nement� makes little di�erence� The full ��x�� grid sheet required 
�� hours
of computation to reach this state� while the adaptive sheet needed 
� hour�

The pole example does not su�er from such a severe collision detection cost�
but the improvement due to adaptive re�nement is still considerable� With the
full case requiring � �

�
hours of computation� and the re�ned sheet needing only


�� minutes to execute ��� time steps� Both of these examples clearly show
the advantage of using an adaptive re�nement technique which concentrates



Example Cup Cup Poles Poles
��x�� Adaptive ��x�� Adaptive

Num� Steps ��� ��� ��� ���
Collision Detection ���� ������ ���� �����
Dynamic Simulation � ���� ����� ����

Backing up ��� ���� ��� ����
Re�nement ��� ���� ��� ���

Total ���� ����� ��� �����

Table 
� Sheet Statistics �all times measured in seconds�

Figure �� a� Rendered sheet over a mug b� Re	nement map�

e�ort only where required� if the same examples were simulated using a B�spline
network �as per� ����� the entire sheet would require re�nement� and so would
require computation closer to the maximum ��x�� sheet�

� Conclusions

We have presented a method for adaptively re�ning spring�mass networks� which
has the advantages of both optimising the simulation of such systems and adapt�
ing the amount of re�nement required for a particular environment without prior
knowledge of it� We have shown that this system can produce the same visually

Figure �� a� Rendered sheet over  poles �not shown� b� Re	nement map�



pleasing result for less computational cost than a �ne uniform discretisation�
Although this method shares the weakness of ordinary particle systems �princi�
pally physical inaccuracy� a mechanism of adaptive re�nement goes some way
to ameliorating the worse e�ects of these inaccuracies�

We intend to concentrate our further work in two principal areas� Firstly we
would like to develop more optimal schemes for implementing adaptive sheets�
An unsplitting system �which detects planarity and responds by removing masses�
is currently being developed� Special attention must be made to removing masses
only where planarity is likely to be su�cient for more than a few steps �other�
wise too much time will be spent re�ning again�� We also plan to investigate the
use of a non�rectangular grid which will then allow us to perform a discontinuity
meshing �thereby reducing the complexity required to drape sheets over non�axis
aligned edges��

We would also like to extend these techniques to the simulation of volumes�
Our initial work in this area is concerned with developing a robust hypercube
data structure for the volume� which allows us to accurately model indentations
in the solid when it comes into contact with the environment�
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